


FLOAT is a water safety initiative born out of the
Philippines. The aim of the program is to train local
lifeguards in water safety who would then be hired at
local hotels, with the arrangement allowing
for those lifeguards to provide free swimming
training for children in the community. 

The project will provide in-demand skills that will
contribute to the water safety and well-being of
coastal communities. It equips the children and
school teachers with life-saving skills that will keep
them and their community more safe. It is hoped
that a learn-to-swim program can be implemented
into the curriculum of the primary itself, and that a
surf lifesaving program can be initiated onto the
local beaches, to maximise these benefits.

MUSE (Musicianship, Unity, Success, Expression)
is an initiative dedicated to providing quality music
education to Australian children in low socio-
economic areas through private one-on-one online
tuition. Pursuing music as an extracurricular activity
is costly, henceforth not all children have the
opportunity to access music education. 

To reduce the initial cost of instruments, the MUSE
team will seek out instrument donations from the
community and post them to children. As
instrumental teachers need to be paid at an
industry acceptable rate, lessons will be partially
subsidised by funding raised from concerts and
school workshops undertaken by the MUSE team.
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Swap Cup is an environmentally sustainable, reusable
keep cup service that allows members to drink their
coffee in our Swap Cup and drop it off at any
participating café once they’re done. There is no cost
involved for the café and customers need only pay the
membership fee to be able to use the service. Our aim is
to phase out the use of unsustainable single-use
takeaway cups while maintaining the convenience they
offer to cafés and customers.

This branch of Swap Cup partnered with and adapted
the Melbourne model to the Gold Coast and Brisbane
target audience.

Peek-a-Book collects second hand books from the
community. These books are then wrapped up with a
few clues written on the wrapping about the what the
book is about. These clues give an idea of the genre
and type of book that is wrapped, but it does not give
away the exact nature of the novel. These wrapped
books are then sold at market stalls for a range of
prices depending on the type of book (if its a kids
book, a series or a normal novel). This project model
promotes the message of not judging a book by its
cover and also, the importance of recycling and
environmental sustainability. The funds raised at
these stalls are donated to the Multicultural Families
Organisation that supports immigrants and their
families.
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Garden share is the nexus between those who want
a garden and the specialists who are able to
implement it. Our team finds out what each individual
customer requires from a garden as well as the
space they are hoping to implement it in: we contact
our specialists who begin to implement it.

Food systems contribute 20% to 35% of annual
carbon emissions, and food delivery in Australia
amounts to $2.3 billion a year. GardenShare solves
this issue, by reducing food delivery through
increasing grow-your-own produce, which lower the
emission from food systems, and improves the live of
people while also increasing the amount of
indigenous plants in urban spaces.
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Fast fashion has become all too familiar in today’s
society, promoting unhealthy consumer habits, filling
our landfills, and overwhelming charitable
organisations. We can play our part in moving
towards a more sustainable consumer model.

We believe that clothes have the potential to live
multiple lives but more often than not we discount
their value and dispose of them prematurely.Let’s
change the way we think about what we wear - after
all, there is nothing more sustainable than using
what we already have.We want to bring like-minded
people together to create a community that has a
passion for sustainability, creativity, and fashion. The
aim is to swap, sell, and upcycle clothing to show
society the possibilities.
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